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Construction of Gelfand-Tsetlin Basis
for Vq(gt(N+l))-modules
By

Kimio UENO*, Tadayoshi TAKEBAYASHI*
and Youichi SHIBUKAWA*

Abstract
The Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for irreducible cUq(gl(N4-1))-modules of finite dimensions
is constructed by means of the lowering operators.
§ 0. Introduction
In the previous paper [1], we constructed the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for
irreducible "Ug(^/(]V+l))-modules of finite dimensions, in terms of the lowering
operators. In this paper, we will give detailed accounts of our construction of
this basis.
We give the result when q is a non-zero complex variable and not a root
of unity, however from the view of technical arguments in its proof we also
have to deal with the case of q to be a transcendental element over C.
Let K=C(# 1/2 ) be the field of rational functions in one variable q1/z over the
complex number field C if q is a transcendental element and let K=C if q is a
complex variable. The quantum universal enveloping algebra cUq=cUq(gl(N+l))
associated with g[(N+l) is the associative algebra over K([2]).
In [6] Rosso has shown the representation theory of cUq(g) associated with
a complex simple Lie algebra g of finite dimensions. His results are easily
extended for <U5(#/(AM-1)). In [2] and [5] when q is transcendental, Jimbo has
shown that an irreducible finite dimensional left c U(^/(]V+l))-module V(A) with
highest weight A=(Z0, ••• , ^)(^c=Z, ZQ^--^N) is liftable to a <U a (0/C/V+l))module. Namely, he has shown the existence of an irreducible left ^^[(N-r 1))module V(qa/z^A) of the same dimensions as V(A) with highest weight q^i^A —
(qtw*o} ... t qV/z^N) for a transcendental element q. Throughout this paper we
set 0Ci/2vi = (0ci/2)J 0 , ... , 0Ci/2>^) for A=(l*, -•• , 1N\ Also we have an irreducible
finite dimensional right ^-module V(q^mA)* with the same properties as
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»A\
This module is regarded as the dual of V(qWA}. Using these
results we construct Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for ^-module F(# (1/2)7i ). Jimbo [5]
has constructed the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for the module F(£(1/2)7i), and has
written down the action of °Uq on this basis. We will reconstruct the GelfandTsetlin basis in terms of the lowering operators. (As for discussions on the
classical case, see Zhelobenko [4].)
The authors express their gratitude to Professor Y. Nakagami and Doctor
M. Noumi for stimulating discussions, also to Professor Y. Shimizu for his
constant encouragement.
§1.

The Definition and the Representation Theory of

Let q be a transcendental element over C (resp. a non-zero complex variable
and not a root of unity) and K=C(# 1/2 )(resp. K=C). The quantum universal
enveloping algebra cUq(s[(N+l)) [2] is the associative algebra over K generated
by the elements &* 1 , e lf ft (l^Sz^AO with the following relations;

(i=y±D

q«i,

—
where [ni} = — _ _1

is called a ^-integer.

Furthermore cUq=cUq(gl(N+l)) [2] is defined by ad jointing to c U g ( s /(JV+l))
the elements # ± c l / 2 5 s * (Q^i^N) so that ki^qW*-1-* and that ^ s o+«i+-+«y belongs
to the center. We give IJq a structure of a non-cocommutative Hopf algebra:
The coproduct A: Vg— > C U 2 ® C U 5 is defined on the generators by A^^172^)^
^(1/2)3^(1/2)^0^-^^^

The counit e : cUq-*K and the antipode 5 : °Uq-^cU(l are respectively defined by

StfW'i^q^Wi,

S(ej)=-qej,

S(fj)=-q-lfj

(Q

Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra of finite dimensions and €Uq(g) be a
quantum universal enveloping algebra associated with g. Rosso [6] has esta-
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blished the representation theory of tUq(g). We state his results in the case of
Let V be a left £U5(s/(7V+l))-module. For any fjt=(filf ••• , /^)e
g =s/C/V+l).
(K*)*, we set Vft={v<=V\ktv=fjtlv (l^i^N)}. Whenever F^O, we call it a
weight space and call p a weight of V. A left <U fl (s/(N+l))-module V is said
to be a highest weight left module with highest weight ^=Ui, ••• , /U)e(K*)\
if there exists a non-zero vector v such that
klv=Zlv (l^i^N),

elv=Q

The vector v is called a highest weight vector.
Proposition 1.1 (Rosso [6]).
( i ) Let V be a highest weight left cUq(s[(N + l))-module of highest weight
L Then :
(a) V is the direct sum of its weight spaces.
(b) For each weight fjt, dimF,«<co and dimF^ = l.
( i i ) ,4^ finite dimensional irreducible module is a highest weight module.
(iii) Let V, W be highest weight left modules of the same highest weight.
If V and W are irreducible, then they are isomorphic.
(iv) // V is a finite dimensional irreducible left module of highest weight 1,
then 2=(G) 1 ^ cl/2) ^ 1 , ••• , o)Nq^lz^N\ where for any i, o)\—l and /UeZ+. Conversely
any weight of this form is the highest weight of a finite dimensional irreducible
left module.
(v) Let V be a finite dimensional left module. Then the module V is completely reducible.
(vi) Any finite dimensional highest weight left module is irreducible.
Further we consider a left cU5(^/(7V + l))-module V. For any p=(fto, ••• , JJLN}
^(K*)^ +1 , we define its weight space:

A highest weight left ^(^(AT + l^-module V with highest weight l=(AQ,
is similarly defined: There exists a non-zero vector v^V such that

Using analogous arguments in [6], we can show the following proposition.

L

Proposition 1.2.
( i ) Let V be a highest weight left ^^[(N + Y)} -module with highest weight
Then :
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(a) V is the direct sum of its weight spaces.
(b) For each weight p, dim F^Oo and dimF^ — 1.
(ii) ^723; finite dimensional irreducible left cUq(gl(N-]-l))-module is a highest
weight module.
(ill) // V is a finite dimensional irreducible left ^ q(g I (N -}-!)) -module of
highest weight 2, then 2=(aa)Qg^/2^°, ••• , ao)Nq^1/2^^} where ^Z, ^ — ^N,
(oi= 1, a^K*. Conversely any weight of this form is the highest weight of a
finite dimensional irreducible left module.
(Iv) Let V , W be highest left 'U q(gl(N + l))-modules of the same highest
weight. If V and W are irreducible, then they are isomorphic.
(v) Any finite dimensional highest weight left cUq(gt(N-rl)')'module is
irreducible.
Let Ka.a)='K'W be 1-dimensional left ^Ug-module with highest weight a- CD—
(aa)0, ••• , aa)N\ (q^^£iw = aa)lw,eJw=f3w=Q,Q^i^N, 1^/rgAO and let F(
be an irreducible finite dimensional left ^-module with highest weight q(-l/2:>A
Then V(q^l'^A}®'Ka.(1) is an irreducible finite dimensional
left 'Ug-module with highest weight a-cy^ cl/2)yf =(aty 0 ^ (1/2);io , ••• , aa)Nq^1/z^N).
Let V(A} be an irreducible finite dimensional left cU(^/(]V + l))-module with
highest weight A=(XQ, ••• , 2N), (h^Z, 20^---^N\ Then Jimbo has shown the
following.
Proposition 1.3 (Jimbo [2]). JF/zeft q is transcendental, the modules V(
and V(A} are of the same dimensions, and moreover in the classical limit (#the action of l^/CW+l)) on V(q'1/2>A) tends to that of U(gl(N -+-!)) on V(A).
§2.

Gelfand-Tsetlin Basis for Finite Dimensional

c

In this section, we construct the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for finite dimensional
irreducible left ^-modules V(q^'^A} with highest weight ^cw^^ci/a^o, ... f
qViviN^ (^-eZ, ^o^-"^^^). Noting the argument in § 1, we consider only such
modules with highest weight <? cl/2) ^.
Let F--F(g (1/2)yl ) be the above module with the highest weight vector \vac> :
ej\vac>=Q

(l^j^N),

We also let F*=F(^ C1 / 2 ^)* be a finite dimensional irreducible right °Uqmodule generated by the highest weight vector <vac\ :
V*---=<vac\cUq,

F* is considered as the dual of V.

<vac\fj=Q

(l^j<N}}
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Let c U 5 (n+)(resp. <U fl (n-)) be the subalgebra of cUq(gl(N-rl)) generated by
£/s(resp. //s), and £T be the subalgebra generated by <? 3:C1/2)e *'s. In [6], Rosso
has shown the following proposition (see also [7]).
Proposition 2.1. We have the triangular decomposition

as vector spaces.
Through the triangular decomposition, we have a natural pairing
K defined by
(2.1)

(vac\b(g)a\vacy \— > (vac\ba\vacy (a, b^Vq),

with normalization (vac\vacy=l.
We introduce elements dni and cin (O^z^AO in the subalgebra of Vq generated by q^i^^ (O^z^Sn) and ej} fj (1^/^n). These elements are called lowering
operators and raising operators respectively.
Definition 2.2 (Lowering and raising operators).
For Q<ii<^n^N, we define the elements dni, cin in the following inductive
manner ;

where <Si—
The following theorem is fundamental for the construction of the GelfandTsetlin basis.
Theorem 2.3. For fixed n, the operators dni(resp. cin}($<i^n) mutually
commute.
We will prove this only for dni.
commutation relations :

For this end, we first note the following

(2.2)

fj<£k — £my = <£k — £m — djk — dj-Lm + djm +

(2.3)

e j ^ £ k — £my=^£k —

dj-i.kyfj,

£m+djk+dj-ltm—djm~dj-1,kyej.

Furthermore we obtain the following lemma by means of the "adjoint relations"
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and an obvious commutation relation

fndn-2,i=dn-2.ifn>

Lemma 2.4. We have
(i)

/Jdn-i,t

(ii)

d5. lli / B

(iii)

fndni=dnifn

(O^i^n).

Now we prove Theorem 2.3. We simultaneously establish the following
(2.4)n and (2.5)n by induction on ?z(2^ft):
(2.4)B

dnidnj=dnjdni (0:Sz

(2.5)B

<e ; —e l +z

Here we should note that (2.4)re with j~n — l has already been shown in Lemma
2.4 (iii), and that (2.5)n is a generalization of Lemma 2.4 (ii).
The identities (2.4)2 and (2.5)2 are trivial. Suppose that (2.4) and (2.5) be
true for the cases of less than n— 1. Then we first show (2.5)n. Let j^n—3.
Put

Note that a +7^/3 and

(2.6)
The induction hypothesis and (2.6) lead us to
L.H.S. of (2.5) B =<a><j8-l><r-l>/ B -i/ B / B -id B - a .irf B . a i J

Using the adjoint relation /S_i/ B — [2]/ n _ 1 / B / B _ 1 +/ n /5_ 1 =0, we find that, for
the proof of (2.5)n, it suffices to show the following;

-<a><]8-2><r-l>/ B - 1 i B . 8 . l d B . 8 . y / B . 1
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By virtue of the induction hypothesis and the adjoint relation, we see that this
identity holds. Thus we get (2.5)» for j<n— 3. Further we observe that this
identity remains true whenever a, /3 and ? are commutative elements satisfying
01+7=13. Hence (2.5), with j=n—2 is also proved by means of Lemma 2.4(i)
(replacing n with n—Y). Now we show (2.4)n. Making use of the following
identities
(2.7)

fndn-l,ifndn-l,j~dn-ijifndn-1jfn
=

(2.8)

fndn-l,jfndn-i,i-~dn-lijfndn-iiifn

,

\Z](fndn-l,ifndn-l,3-~fndn-l,jfndn-l^

=

dn-i,ifndn-i,j-~dn-i,jf$tdn-iii ,

we get,

L2-](dnidnj-dnjdni)

= [2]/Bx{L.H.S. of (2.5)B-R.H.S. of (2.5),}

Thus Theorem 2.3 is proved.
For multi-indices a=(a 0 , ••• a*-i), j8=(j8 0 , ••• , )8 n -i), a^]8 stands for the
lexicographic order. Set d£ — d£V"'^,V^i, and c n *=c£nf,V"C?, 0 n . We should
note that the order of multiples in dna and c^ is not essential thanks to
Theorem 2.3. Let Sn be the left ideal of % generated by ^ (l<j<n). The
following proposition is the key to the construction of the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis
for the module V.
Proposition 2.5.

(2.9)

We have, for

a^fi,

csdg=d a /»[a]! B
X n

i

< £

i

[a] ! = [a0] I-fe-i] ! (M !To prove this proposition, we need to establish several formulas.
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Lemma 2.6.

We have

(2.10)

ejdni=0 mod Jn-i for l^/^rc-l;

(2.11)

0 n c/ B i=d n i(lK+d B . l i i <e i -e B + n-i-l>
J

for O^w-2,

J

where dni(l}—^i—en-i rn--i rT)fndn-i,i--<&i—£n-i-\-n—iydn-l^fn
(2.12)

d Bi (l)d n . 1 .i=d B -i.idni

;

for

Proof. We can show (2.10) by induction on n, and can check (2.11) and
(2.12) by simple computation. D
The following identity is also checked by simple calculation:
m

(2.13)

n-i-l

cr,d^=U
H
<e«-e <+ » + Jfe-/+l>(e <+1 -e»)"d?i modJn-i.
1=1
k=l

Hence the proof of Proposition 2.5 reduces to the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7. We have
(2.14)

(et+i-en)ndfi

(2.15)
/.

Z-l fe=l

We only show (2.14). Suppose the m-th step be true. Then we

see that

m-1

-m-l> S <ei-e B +n-/-2/Z=0

(by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2.6(2.10))

"ft" 1 <ei-e i+ * + A-w-l> 2 <ei-e B
(by Lemma 2.6(2.11), (2.12))

(by Lemma 2.6(2.11))
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Here all the congruences mean "modc^-i". We can easily deduce (2.15) from
(2.14).

D

Proof of Proposition 2.5. Since
(ei---O ao d^ii---d^-- 1 i=dn? 1 "^S^-- 1 i(er--O a °

mod <*„_!,

we get
candPn=da^cann^n--.c& S II <£ 0 -£* + &

x fi n^eo
£ = 1 k=l

1= 1

k=l

Repeating this procedure, we obtain the desired formula,

n

Now we are in the position to construct the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis for the
module V(qWA).
Let f*iN=Ai. The sequence of integer vectors

(2.16)

is called a Gelfand-Tsetlin scheme attached to the module F(g (1/2) ^) if each pair
of vectors ju n -i, j«n satisfies the condition that fJLi.n^^i.n-i^^i^\,n for all i, n.
For each scheme, we put

and
where u —u -^^^(un —tin _i ••• u _i —u _i _i)
Proposition 2.8.
(i)
(ii)
(2.17)

The weight of the vector d^\vac> is (ql'z^^in~ ^i'n~^)^n^NFor Gelfand-Tsetlin schemes p. and y, we have
<vac\cvdnvacy=d^vNz,

where N*=JlTn(i*n-i, t*n),
7J. = 1
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(2.18)

Tn([ln-l} /£„)
=

IT

[Viin-flj^-l

+ j-rtl

n

[>in — AQn + y — *'— 1] !'

Proof. The proof of ( i ) is straightforward, and (ii) is a direct consequence
of Proprsition 2.5. D
Note that N^Q. Hence the vectors { d f t \ v a c > } are linearly independent
over K.
From here to Theorem 2.11, we discuss only for a transcendental element
q. By Proposition 1.3, dim F(g cl/2) ^)=dim V(A), and from the classical results
[8], we know that dim V(A) equals to the number of the Gelfand-Tsetlin
schemes. Therefore we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2.9. The vectors \/ji> = dl*\vac>(resp. <{t\=<vac\cf')) where p
ranges over the set of Gelfand-Tsetlin schemes, form a basis of the module
FG? C1/2)J ) (resp. V(q^i^A}*\
We refer to {!/*>} as the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis of the module FG? cl/2)yI ).
Next we consider the action of the generators of ^g on the Gelfand-Tsetlin
basis. For a Gelfand-Tsetlin scheme /*, we set f=dg?f 1 -' ln
Proposition 2.10.

We have

end$n-fln-1£

(2.19)

—

where

n-i

_

A/2,
IV_

A Vn-

'=

t£ti—pn-i—Sj=(Fkn — f£k,n-i—Sjk\*kzn-i, and jjir+dj(n — 1) indicates to replace the
fjtj,n-i in the (n — l}-th row by fij.n^+l in pf.
Proof. From consideration on the weight of the vector endlnl~!*n~lt;, we
see that it can be expressed as follows;
e n dJn-^-if=Scaa rfS-irfS n " / f n - 1 " c a ' 1 ~ l a l ) f,

(2.20)

where a=(aQ, ••• , an-2} is a multi-index, \a\=aQ-]

'\-au-^ and

t*n—fin-i—(a, 1— \a\)
==

(^Qn~^o,n-i — ^Q, ••• , f*n-2, n~/*n-2, n-l~<Xn-2, ftn-i, n —fin-l. n-l^T \ OL \ — 1) .
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The coefficient ca is given by
_

c

^

(dg.1dgn-/'n-l-C«.i-.a»)g>

gndgn-fn-lg)

n^-i^71"^-1'^'1"1*0.?]!2

«

Formally rewriting the definition of dnj to

we see that, for d^1=dn-llj (Q^j^n—2) (i.e. |a|=l), (2.22) the numerator of
(2.21)
= [^.»-i-j«»-i.»-i+n-y]- 1 ||rfS»-' lB - i eil',
and that the numerator of (2.21) vanishes for |a|^2. From (2.20), (2.21), (2.22),
we get the desired result, n
We can show the following theorem which has been established by Jimbo [5].
Theorem 2.11. The action of the generators of <U 9 ($/CW+1)) on the GelfandTsetlin basis { //>} is expressed as follows:
(2.23)

^ ± cw«n

(2.24)

enjje£>

(2.25)

/ B !jM>

(2.26)

and fjL±dj(n—T)
Proof.

means to replace only pj,n-i with fjtj,n-i±l

in p.

We show (2.24). Since en and djt (l^i^j<n — l} commute,

Substituting (2.19) into the above identity, we get
ra-l

end^\vac>= S -p

JV 2 ,

-.—
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Hence

Making substitution of the formula (2.18) into the right-hand side, we obtain
(2.24). Using the duality of F(g cl/2) ^)* and F(g cl/2) ^) one can easily derive (2.25)
from (2.24). D
Next we discuss for a complex variable q. The construction of the GelfandTsetlin basis for F(<? cl/2) ^) is as follows. Let V~ @C'v([t), where p ranges
p
over the Gelfand-Tsetlin scheme attached to highest weight # (1/2)ji . We define
the action of ^q on V :

J

.

where G« +(5 cn-D.^u and bn-d^n-i^.fi are given by (2.26). With this action, F
J
becomes a left ^-module. Let V--=cUq'v(fjtvac)C:V, where fjtvac is the GelfandTsetlin scheme such that (pvac)i,n=Ai (Q^i^n^N). Then V is an irreducible
left "Ug-module of finite dimensions with highest weight ^ cl/2)yi , so V = V(q^1/2:>A).
Thus the vectors \il> = dftv(fjtvac) are linearly independent over C. This means
that {|/z>} is a basis of F, and further we see that
cf*\p>=cf*dflv(fjtvac)=
ll A
N£v(fjtvac)>
Hence V is irreducible and isomorphic to V(q^ ^ ) as left 'Ug-modules.
Therefore we see that for a complex variable q, the Gelfand-Tsetlin basis of
F(<? (1/2) ^) and the action of °Uq on it are the same as those for a transcendental
element q.
'

/V

Remark 1. Let ^ be a subalgebra of "Ug generated by ^c 1 / 2 '
From Lemma 2.6(2.10) and Proposition 2.8 (i), it follows that

From Proposition 1.2 (iv), (v), we see that the vector d^N~fiN~l\vac> is the
highest weight vector of the finite dimensional irreducible left ^-i-module
V(qW>?*>N-i, ••• , qWrN-i.N-i)m
Hence we get a weak form of the branching
law for ^N I <U# _i.
(2.27)

V(

Using the branching law in the classical case ([4]), and the considerations
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about the dimension in Proposition 1.3 and the previous results, we get
Proposition 2.12

(Branching law for <U^ j ^N-I)-

We have

(2.28)
Remark 2. If q is real and positive then V^g^N+l))

has a * structure.

With this * structure, the module V(q<1/2:>A) turns out to be unitary [1].
Further {\fi> = l / N f l \ f j t > }
is an orthonormal basis, and the action of <Ug on this
basis is the same as the result of Jimbo [5].
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